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PREFACE 

It will be obvious to the reader that the authors of this report are urging 
the Virginia Department of Highways to undertake a very high level of pollution 
abatement° It will be equally clear that if the recommendations are followed 
the Department will be doing a better job of pollution abatement than many others 
who contribute to pollution° Pollution from other sources will likely be a problem 
in many parts of the state long after highway construction has been exercising a 
persistent and effective system of pollution control° 

Generally• additional funds must be used in exercising this control and this, 
in effect, means that the funds that can go to improvements for the accommodation 
of traffic will be lessened unless additional highway revenues are provided° Nor is 
it desirable to attempt to justify economically the spending of funds on pollution- 
abating activities and other such amenities° Attempting to quantify qualitative factors 
in economic terms is generally an exercise in rhetoric and sophistry that deceives 
few 

It is preferable to recognize that new opportunities are emerging to benefit to a 
greater extent than ever before the lives of both those who travel and those who live be- 
side highways° And it is also important to recognize that these opportunities encompass 
qualitative factors that involve judgments te a greater extent than heretofore° 

Many of the views expressed in this report are judgments, as was recognized 
as inevitable at the outset of the study° The attention of many people to anti-pollution 
matters will be needed over a long period of time but the consequence will be a greater 
contribution to the quality of the env•_ronment in Virginia° 
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

It is recommended that the responsibility for the pollution abatement 
program be assigned to a single individual or of'rice within the Depart- 
ment. 

It is recommended that new discussions among the top management of 
the Virginia Department of Highways, the State Water Control Board, and 
the U. S. Soft Conservation Service be undertaken to establish more pre- 
cisely the role that each can play in abating highway induced pollution. 

It is recommended that where local anti-pollution programs have higher 
standards than those of the Virginia Department of Highways, the higher 
standards be followed° 

It is recommended that a speciM catch-up program to provide vegetative 
cover on bare secondary road slopes be initiated in urban areas having 
intensive anti-siltation programs. 

It is recommended that the responsib.ility for pollution control in those areas 
having intensive anti--pollution programs be vested in a single individual in 
each area. 

It .is recommended that an intensive research effort be undertaken to determine 
the most elf, crAve means of slope stabilization in urban areas. 

It is recommended that all plans be reviewed specifically for erosion control 
features and the eng•.neer or engineer(s) designated to review the plans be 
given the opportunity to become familiar with the erosion control work being 
done in Fa•.rfax Count:•, Virgirfia• and to take part in educational programs 
related to erosion control° 

It is recommended that further discussion with officials of the U. S. Conservation 
Service be held to assure the continuance of their participation in the Small Water- 
shed. Program. 

It is recommended that an inspection, report containing pollution abatement items 
be required on all interstate and primary construction projects at intervals not 
exceeding three months. 

It is recommended that a one-day anti-pollution educational program be developed 
for presentation to field forces during winter months beginning the winter of 1970-71. 

It is recommended that certified compliance by aggregate producers with existing 
anti-pollution laws be made a prerequisite for the use of mineral aggregate on 
any contract or state work. 

It is recommended that a flexible policy be established permitting the use of a 
dus• palliative in instances where dust from an unpaved road is a substantial 
nuisance "•o a human facility regardless of the distance of the facility from the 
road° 
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INTRODUCTION 

Origin of Study 

This study was initiated by Commissioner Fugate in March 1970. The purpose 
of the study was to investigate the ways in which highway construction and maintenance 

were contributing to pollution and to provide recommendations that would abate serious 
pollution. 

One important question that had to be faced at the outset of the study was the 
extent to which the consequences of higl•way related pollution would be investigated. 
After considerable thought it was decided that a positive, forward looking program 
of pollution abatement was more important than an extensive study of the amounts of 
siltation or air pollution that may have occurred in the past° That is, the authors 
considered all "pollution" to be important and were more concerned about avoiding 
pel•_ution in the future than the magnitude of past and existing pollution. 

It was also recognized at the outset that any additional actions against pollu- 
tion would be conducted by the operating divisions of the Virginia Department of 
Highways. The role of the Research Council, then, was to serve as coordinator of 
the efforts of the Department in: (i) discovering pollution prone conditions and (2) for- 
malizing the recommendations that emerged from the total in-house pollution abatement 
program. 

It was not the intention, nor was it possible• for the authors to devise an anti- 
pollution program that would be effective for all future conditions. Rather, it was 
considered desirable to point out the matters that needed immediate attention and to 
suggest a system that would yield a constantly improving pollution abatement program. 
The establishment of an in-house surveillance system is• in fact, considered to be 
more important and effective over a long period than any specific actions or specifi- 
cations suggested by this study. 



This report is intended to be supplemented with extended discussions within 
the Department. Although an exhaustive search was made to discover general instances 
of pollution, no specifi_• cataloging of such instances was attempted. Here again, the 
emphasis was on what actions should be taken in the future. 

_C o___n.t e___nt• o f R•e D o r_____•t 

The term '•pol•ution" is used in this report in a general sense. Any action or 

inaction dur.ing construction or maintenance that imposed a physical effect that was 
•njurious to health or degraded the natural environment was considered to be an in- 
stance of :pollutiono Also the "pollut.•on" was considered significant if it resulted in a 
substantial nuisance to an individual (such as dust from a construction project) or affected 
entire communities (such as extreme sedimentation of a community lake or reservoir). 

Thi, s report has .•e•/en major segments: 

io Methodology of the Study 
2o Lnventory of Potential Sources of Pollution 

3o Historical Efforts at Pollute.on Abatement 

4o Case Studies of Design Facets of Pollution Abatement in an 
Urban Area 

5o Actions Taken to Date 

6. Recommendations and Comments 

70 Areas Not Considered at this Time 

METHODOLOGY OF STUDY 

Both fie[d surveys and discussions were considered necessary to gain an insight 
into potential sources of pollution and to rectify procedures that permitted pollution to 
occur° 

The views of the following agencies were obtained in discussions: 

io Water Control Board• Commonwealth of Virginia 
2o Air Pollution Control Board, Commonwealth of Virginia 
3. Commission of Game and Inland Fisheries, Commonwealth of Virginia 
4° Division of Water Resources• Commonwealth of Virginia 

5° So• Conservation Service• Regional Office, Charlottesville 

6° Soil Conservation Service• Northern Virginia Conservation District 

70 Environmental Division, Federal Highway Administration 
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9. 
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Ii. 

12. 

13. 

County of Fairfax, Department of County Development 
National Crushed Stone Association 

Virginia Institute of Marine Science 

Virginia Asphalt Association 

Virginia Commission on Outdoor Recreation 

Virginia Mineral Aggregates Association 

Also discussions were held with several citizens interested in pollution who 
were members of various conservation groups. 

Within the Virginia Department of Highways information relevant to the sources 
of pollution aad the feasibility of pollution abatement programs was obtained from the 
following• 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Resident Engineer 
District Engineer 
Drainage Subcommittee 

Representatives of the following Divisions 

a. Construction 
bo Landscape 
c. Location and Design 
d. Secondary Roads 
e. Maintenance 

INVENTORY OF POTENTIAL SOURCES OF POLLUTION 

From field trips, the above discussions, and a review of literature, the following 
were identified as potential sources of pollution. 

Potential Sources of Water Pollution 

1o Erosion of soil with resulting siltation of streams, ponds, reservoirs, 
fields and yards, during construction. 

2. Erosion from bare spots on seeded slopes. 
3. Erosion from unseeded slopes on secondary roads. 

4. Erosion from unpaved ditches on steep gradients. 
5. Contamination of streams, ponds, reservoirs, and wells by deicing 

salts. 

6. Improp'er maintenance of cut slopes. 
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7o Sediments from wash water used in stone quarries and sand and 
gravel cpera•ions. 

8. Cleaning of construction equipment in streams. 

9. Depositing of engine oil in streams near shops. 
1• Clea•ng c• spray bar of asph•t •stributor into streams. 

11• Mud a•ation during marine construction. 

12. Drainage from zoncre• batzhing •d mking operations. 

Potentisd Sources of Air Pollution 

i. Buz",•.,ing of debris during clearing of right-of-way. 
2. Fi•ist from drying operations of asl:h,alr• plants. 
3. Dust from quarrying and crushing opera•ons. 
4. •st from detours on c•nst•ction sites. 

5. •st f•om. unpaved secondary roads. 

6, •mes and pa:,•i•ates from construction eq•ipment. 
7. Solvent e•aperation from volatile asph•t predu¢• and other volatile 

coatings such as •oncrete curing compounds. 

GenerM 

i. Noise from const•ction equipment° 
2, Human waste at rest areas lack•g to•et facilities. 

HISTORICAL EFFORTS AT POLLUTION ABATEMENT 

Po•.ution abatement ac•ties have received much intensive effort for many 
years. For instance, fhe establishment of turf on slopes of primary roads has 
•:eived much operational attention and research effort for many decades. Erosion is• 
of course, anathema to highway engineers since it causes drainage ditches to be filled 
w•th sedimen• which mus• be removed to avoid over saturation of the subgrade soils 
beneath a pavement. A•Ls• erosion prior to seeding causes gullies to form in embank- 
ments that must be reshaped at considerable effort and expense. An example of the 
nations], awareness in the highway field of the need te retard erosion is shown in "A 
Policy on Geometric Design of Rur• Highways", AASHO, 1965 (page 216). 

Erosion prevention is one of the major factors in 
the design, construction and maintenance of high- 
ways. Erosion can be controlled to a considerable 
degree by geometric design, particularly •at relating 
to tho cross section. 



In some respects the control is directly associated 
with proper provision for drainage and fitting land- 
scape develepmento Effect on erosion should be 
considered in the location and design stages° 

Erosion and .maintenance are minimized largely by the 

use of: flat side slopes, rounded and blended with 
natural terrain; drainage channels designed with due 
regard to width, depth, slopes, alinement, and pro- 
tective treatment; inlets located and spaced with 
erosion control in mind; prevention of erosion at 
culvert outlets; proper facilities for ground water 
interception; dikes, •berms, and other protective 
devices; and. protective ground covers and planting° 

Here in Virginia there are many actions that indicate an interest in reducing 
erosion and siltation° For instance, in 1.960 the Highway Commission adopted a program 
to do extensive seeding in watershed development areas° The funding of the program was 

established, and up to $70,000 per year could be spent "o to seed highway cut and fill 
slopes in order to obtain ground covero"* Since that time 20 watershed projects have 
been conducted at a total cost of $446,000 to the fund and an additional $357,000 from 
other funds° 

Also, the 1967 erosion, control specifications of the Virginia Department of High- 
ways were cited by the Bureau ef Public Roads as a model for other states to follow. An 
addJ.tional indication of interest in conservation is the "memorandum of understanding 'r 

between the Virginia Department of Highways and th.e U So Soil Conservation Service 
throughout the state° These generM agreements pledge the efforts of the Virginia De-. 

partment of Highways in maintaining good conservation practices° A t.•pical agreement 
between the Department and the Not:%het.m Virginia Soil and Water Conservation District 
is shown in t, he AppendJ.xo 

Many, many additional documents related to speci[ic anti,-•pollution actions taken 
by the Department could be cited but the purpose of this report is to aid in achieving 
even higher levels of pollution control, eather than to defend pt-evious efforts, 

Other aspects of pollution, however, have not normally been the object of inten- 
sive conce•'no Air pollution, fo•" :i,nstan¢)e, has received less attentfon az•d this is 
consistent with the nation'• t•:endo ttowever, the current emphasis on clean air does 
demand that airborne pollutfon be attacked in a vigoroUs manner alSOo 

Still another aspect of potential pollution that is of concet-n to conservationists 
but is debatable at this time is that of salt contamination° Studies are currently under 

way at V P I• to determine whether sMt con.tami.na.tion from deicing materiMs is or 

is not a serious p•zoblemo 

*Rcsolt•tion•, Highway Comn•tssi•m :t-21,•0o See Appendix° 



The point to be made by the above observations is that within the gamut of 
potential sources of pollution are areas in which the Department has already accom- 
plished much, those that have not been given much attention, and those on which there 
is no expert consensus as to their seriousness at this time, 

CASE STUDIES OF DESIGN FACETS OF POLLUTION ABATEMENT 
IN AN URBAN AREA 

Intensive anti-siltation programs are currently under way in Fairfax County. 
In discussing the program with officials of the Department of County Development it 
became apparent that stringent requirements are being imposed on land developers 
in the county. 

Land developers are required to include various anti-siltation structures on 
their site plans. These plans are reviewed in great detail by engineers in the Depart- 
ment of County Development and only when adequate anti-siltation measures are indicated 
in the plans are they approved. In addition, an emergency escrow fund is required of 
each developer. This escrow account is to be used for siltation measures if the developer 
does not fulfill the plans or if an emergency requires rapid action during a storm. 

To gain an insight into what effort would be required in highway construction 
that would be consistent with that imposed on land developers, the Department of Devel- 
opment of Fairfax County was asked to review three sets of highway plans. They indicated 
the necessary measures on the plans and made an estimate of the added cost. 

It was not possible to reproduce the modified plans so only one set of plans is 
available° However, it should be noted that the anti-siltation measures were merely addi- 
tive and did not affect any aspect of the existing design. A listing of the features that were 
added and the estimated cost are included in the Appendix. 

The cost figures are shown below. 

Project Identification Construction 
Cost 

Cost of Anti-Siltation 
Measures 

Braddock Road $901(8) 
0620-029-152, C-502 

Rolling Road 
0638-029-156, C-501 

Rte. 711 
0711-029-136, C-510 

$i, 629,279 

$ 671,284 

$ 347,800 

$55,000 (3.6%) 

$21,000 (3.1%) 

$ 5,000 (1.4%) 
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Note that the added expense varies from 1o 4% to 3.6% of the contract cost. 
The most common features added to the plans by the Department of County Devel- 
opment include: 

3. 

Casual silt traps in swales (usually straw bales pegged into soil 
with iron rods). 
Silt basins of approximately 2-4' height made of earth with 
shaped outflow pipe. 
Large silt basins approximately 4-8' in height, often excavated 
several feet below existing terrain with "L" shaped outflow pipe. 

4. Silt traps around storm inlets° 

ACTIONS TAKEN TO DATE 

Programs Initiated in Recent Years 

Protection of Rivers• Streams• Impoundments and Forests Beginning 
with projects advertised on January 11, 1967, the Department began 
requiring the Contractor to conduct his construction operations in such 
manner that siltation and pollution of water resources would be minimized. 
Specific requirements included the prohibition of discharge of pollutants in 
or near waterways or channels leading thereto, the screening and covering 
of borrow sites and waste areas• and the control of water falling onto the 
top of partially completed embankments° 

Open Burning In August 1968 the specifications were again revised to 
include a reference to the open burning provisions of the State Air Pollution 
Control Board. 

Noise Control Beginning in February, 1969, a provision was added to 
the contracts which empowered the Department to prohibit or restrict work 
on the project that produces objectionable noise during normal sleeping 
hours. 

Water Pollution Constriction of Stream Flow On July 10, 1969, a. 
policy was instituted whereby a Contractor would have to submit a plan for 
approval prior to performing any operation which would reduce the flow of 
water even temporarily. This action was taken when it came to light that 
a number of industrial plants in Virginia are permitted to utilize or dis- 
charge into streams based upon a specified minimum flow of the stream. 
The size and configuration of any constriction placed in the stream above 
the industrial plant is now evaluated in terms of the effect it will have 
upon the stream flow past the industrial plant. 



Programs Initiated Since April i, 1970 

It was considered, desirable by Jo E Harwood, Chief Engineer, to initiate pollution 
abatement action when it became apparent that corrective action was necessary, rather 
than await this final report° Below is a summary of the programs initiated since April, 
1970o 

_Open Burning It was decided at the May 14 meeting called by 
Mr. Harwood that the Department should prohibit the burning of 
rubber tires• asphaltic materials, used crankcase oil, or similar 
materials which produce dense smoke, either to dispose of such 
materials or as an ignitor or prom.for in the burning of other 
materials° Th•s decision was implemented by special provision on 

projects included on the May advertisement and on current projects 
by memorandum. 

2• Dust Collection__System on Asphalt Plants All new projects, 
beginning with those advertised in May 1970, contain a provision 
that asphalt plants be equipped by January 1, 1971 to conform to 
requirements ef the State Air Pollution Control Board with regard 
to the quality and quantity of air pollutants emitted, unless the 
deadline has been extended by the Control Board based upon their 
approval of a plan for control at some future date. 

3• Erosion and Siltat£on Control Protect£ve Measures During Construction 
As of August 6, 1970, the Department began to pay the Contractor for resto- 
ration and replacement seeding work when such work was brought about by 
causes beyond his control° Before• the cost of restoration work was con- 

sidered incidental to other costs and for this reason the Contractor was 
always reluctant to perform early seeding or out-of-season seeding. 

Beginning with projects advertised in July, 1970, the Contractor was 
required to seed cuts and fills in increments as they are constructed° 
Before, the slopes were not seeded until all grading work was completed. 
Special seed mixtures will be used for year round seeding. 

A rather comprehensive letter of instructions was published by the Con- 
struction Engineer on August 6, 1970, to point up the Department's role in 
pollution abatement. Quoting from that memorandum, "Finally, I want to 
impress upon you (District Engineers) the fact that erosion control is to 
become as much a part of our thinking and planning for construction as has 
safety, maintenance of traffic and any other phase of the work". 

Se•con•d_ar:• Roads the Secondary Roads Division has recommended that on 

all secohdary road construction seeding of slopes be routinely included in 
the pians In the past• seeding was done only on selected projects so the 
extension of the seeding program to all secondary construction is an im- 
portant step in erosion abatement° 
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6o Research Activities 

ao Research will be conducted in Fairfax County, where various 
types of vegetative cover will be placed on secondary road 
slopes that have less than the desirable 2..1 slope° Ground 
covers as well as special turfing programs will be included 
in the experi.ments. 

Do A research program on soil stabilizers will be conducted by 
the Research Councflo Such stabilizers may be useful in 
retarding erosion of slopes prior to emergence of seedlings° 

Virginia Asphalt Association The VAA has retained the services of 
Environmental Evaluation Enterprises, Inc. to work closely with the 
Department of Highways and the State Air Pollution Control Board° 
This consulting service will aid the owners of asphalt plants in 
complying with the air pollution recommendations. 

RECOMMENDATIONS AND COMMENTS 

The authors believe that the following matters deserve careful attention. 
Most are general because it is believed that only by further discussion can all rami- 
fications be exposed and the details of the optimum program be specified° 

Responsibility for Pollution Control Programs 

The discussiens held with other agencies and within the Department, and the 
literature surveyed to date, have led to a number of approaches that it is believed 
will minimize pollution. It is recognized by all that pollution can not be completely 
eliminated but there are opportunities for it to be significantly reduced° 

It is apparent that much pollution abatement can be achieved at very little 
additional cost. Included in this category are such procedures as using earth berms 
along upper and lower edges of embankments, and earlier seeding of embankments 
during construction. Other features, including such facets as construction of debris 

or sedimentation basins, and the use of cofferdams around in-water construction, 
will clearly add to the cost of a highway project. No effort is made to assess precise 
costs at this time. This will require an in-depth evaluation of specific structures and 
can be best done as the projects are being estimated. 

The following recommendation is considered to be the most significant: 

Assigning Responsibility for Pollution Abatement. It is recommended 
that the responsibility for the pollution abatement program be assigned 
to a single individual or office within the Virginia Department of High- 
ways. The duties could include such activities as: 

ao Review of plans to determine whether the necessary design 
oriented pollution abatement features are included. 
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be Field inspections to determine whether anti-pollutfon programs 
are being followed° 

Co Review of i•speetors reports on antio•pollution measures° 

do Initiation of new anti•po!lut:ton programs° 

e Ixf•tiation of research w•.ere new information is needed° 

f Coordination of •he an-ti•g.ollution prog•am of the Department 
with those of other agencies° 

go Evaluation of the research that will undoubtedly be emerging 
from throughout the co-,mtryo 

he Participatfon f,n draft-i.ng spec•f•cation.s that relate to pollution 
control° 

S,•a;e A•en¢i.es Coordinat:i[on Am.o• •• 

The interviews with •n.any ag•ne'•.es ha,:,••.• :!.ndicated that coordination of the 
Department's anti-poltut•on efforts with •he efforts of "•arious state or federal agencies 
is rather eomplexo A number of agencies have expertise that can be helpful in abating 
erosion especi•ly the, State Water Control Board, the U. S. Soil Conservation 
Service, and the Department of County De•.'elopment of Fairf.ax County° Representatives 
of these agencies feel that they can be of greater service to the Highway Department in 
siltation eontrol However, it seems apparent that no extensive routine help is possible 
from these agencies ,because of the lack of personnel ,with the possible exception of 
Fafrfax County. The Virg:•n•_a Department of Highways produces plans for over 200 
projects each year and it does not seem reasonable to expect that other statewide 
agencfes could review these plans in deta• for erosion control and make necessary 
field inspections 

In the authors' opinion• howe•er, there is considerable difference of opinion 
within these agencies and the Virginia Department of Highways as to what level of 
cooperative effort is feasible° It seems clear that these agencies should be given the 
opportunity to redefine the capability they possess for advising the Department in abating 
siltation° The authors are fully aware of past cooperative efforts among the many state 
and federal agencies but along with the new emphasfs on ecological matters new levels 
of cooperative effort may be disce%'eredo 

It is believed highly d.esirable• however• to develop in-house capability rather 
than depend on other agencies for technical capability. The authors of this report feel 
that the anti-pollution program requires consid.erab!e flexibility of action and for that 
reason t•he role of the other agencies should be advf.soryo 

It is recommended that new discussions among the top management of the De- 
partment, the State Water Control Board., and the U° So Soil Conservation Service be 
undertaken to establish more precisely the role that each can play in abating highway 



indu:.,ed poi!utiono Coot)oration •4h • w• other so•.•e and federal agencies• such as the 
Air >,:•11ution Centroi Board, wi!l be needed in sgeeifie instances but the daily co• 

c,(•e•:atb•e e.ffcrts of the Department and the •o agencies above would suggest 
e>.•ensive discussions with them• 

Program ior Northern Virginia 

As• was noted previously the Virginia Department of Highways has had an agree- 
merit wi•h the Northern Virginia Soil Conservation District concerning erosion control 
since November 2• 1956o '•,: A suDplement to this agreement was added in August 19690 
E•sentia!ly thiis agreement pledged the cooperation of the Department in making intensive 
efforts to retard erosion and to mc, lude good conservation practices in the design and 
c,onstmxc, tion of highways° 

However, the rapid growth of •he area has made it dill!cult to keep up with the 
desirab!e conservation programs° It ha• beceme apparent that special anti=pollution 
programs in highway d.esi•, eonstruct%n and maintenance will be needed ibr Nertihern 
Virginia and especially Fairf•x Count•'o The Count?;: of Fairly. has initiated a very ex= 

•;ensive anti-,silta•.on program and the pu•,ie is adamant that sfita•:ion control measures 
be u•ed• Fairfax County has a for(•e of •#?,prex!mate!y 80 peo;g:,!e who spend a part of 
each day with matters relating to siltation control, measures in subdivisions and an effort 
which is the equiv•ent of two engineers for the review of subdivision plans for s•!•;ation 
;.:,.ontrot measures is necessary. A fairly frequ.ent complaint that comes from sub,vision 
developers is that •;he siltation control efforts imposed on them are not matched, by high•- 
way •zonstructien and that erosion from highway •:',onstn•ction :impairs their own siltation 
control effcrts• Also, conservation :minded ¢i4;•.•¢e•ns cain, point to many instances where 
highway censtru•:tion is net utilizing measures required of developers 

A!though Fairfax CountT has taken the s'arongest steps against pollution, other 
c.ount:les wit1 begin to develop local crdin•c•.s espe•eiMly against s:iYcation ma%erso In 
the.se, in:•.tan.ce•5 the Highway Depa:,':tm•mt must be cert;.in that the effort it m•es is no 
l<.•s tb.a•, that of the lo:•M jurisdictiono 

TLe, recommendations below are believed app!i(::ab?.,,, in .+,hose urban areas where 
the prch!e;ms of pollution a•e more eri•ff.!,•:alo 

_it. 's recommended that where !e, cal anti•-;•c, llution programs ha>e 
b,igher standards than •he• e cf the Virgima DeDa tm•n.• of Highway• 
ft,._• h•.gber standards be fc[!owed• 

:•A ,•op);, is included in •he Append:,ix• 



3. 

4. 

A special catch-up program to provide vegetative cover on bare 
secondary road slopes should be initiated throughout Fairfax 
County and shortly •r• the entire Northern Virginia Conservation 
District. 

The responsibility for pollution control in the Fairfax Residency 
should be vested in a single individual. 

A research effort on slope stabilization in urban areas should be 
undertaken. 

Routine Siltation Control 

Most observers would agree that erosion is the major contributor to pollution 
in highway construction and maintenance. It is equally obvious that a widespread 
program involving design, specifications and enforcement is needed to further reduce 
erosion. Also, erosion has both large- and small-scale implications. The large- 
scale may involve siltation of a lake or reservoir and the small-scale may involve the 
killing of lawns, shrubs and trees by innundation of roots. The latter is easily cor- 

rected by replacement but may often be avoidable by simple, cost free means. 

Design Oriented Siltation Abatement 

The use of siltation basins is not new in the Department but more widespread 
use is indicated. The experience in Fairfax County subdivisions is revealing that 
the amount of silt that washes from denuded land is far greater than intuition would 
suggest. An instance where even the most favorable conditions of vegetative covering 
would not have sufficed relates to a small private lake in Albemarle County adjacent 
to 1-64o According to the estimate of the owner approximately 12,000 cubic yards of 
silt from the construction of 1-64 has settled in the lake. Regardless of whether the 
estimate is accurate or not the many dead trees and the silted-up condition of a good 
deal of the lake are ob'•iously offensive° This is an instance where a siltation basin or 

a series of basins would be necessary° 

It is apparent also that the construction of permanent siltation basins will add 
appreciably to the cost of a project but the installation of temporary basins is relatively 
inexpensive. Often it will be necessary to clean these basins after each heavy rain, 
which also adds to the cost of construction. 

While it is true that the full effectiveness of some siltation control procedures 
is not well established• enough is known and appears in the literature to warrant the 
inclusion of these procedures in the highway plans. 

It is therefore recommended that all plans be reviewed specifically for erosion 
control features and the engineer or engineer(s) designated to review the plans be given 
the opportunity to become familiar with the erosion control work being done in Fairfax 
County, and to take part in educational programs related to erosion control. 
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_E_•r!x S ceding 

The new specifications for temporary seeding are a very important step in 
siltation abatement. One further step wo•d seem beneficial. All will agree in 
principle that the permanent seeding sho•Ad be achieved as early as possible. It 
i,s therefore desirable that specifications be consistent with this end. It may be 
desirable to tie the permanent seeding in with the construction of the highway so 
•at seeding must be accomplished prior to a certain stage of construction. 

It is suggested therefore that the feasibility of a requirement that seeding 
be accomplished prior to placing of any pavement layers be examined. This would be 
a firm positive requirement and probably would require considerable beneficial planning 
on the part of the contractor to make certain that seeding is accomplished early. 

It is realized however that several complicating factors could develop from this 
practice; included might be the following: 

Subgrade may be completed during the winter months when seed will 
not germinate. A mulch sione could be applied during December, 
January, and February• when erosion is not as serious a problem. 

2• Drainage structures such as paved ditches require use of adjoining 
slopes for equipment and manpower and would disturb the seeded 
area. 

While it is true that the above type of specification may make the application 
impractical at times and require adjustment, the more usual case would result in 
beneficial early establishment of permanent plant cover. 

Enforcement of Specificat£ons 

The field survey has shown that the enforcement of existing anti-erosion 
specifications has been uneven. Often the berms and other anti-erosion features were 
in place but at other times they were not. The diligent enforcement of the new specifi- 
cations and the use of good judgment in utilizing unspecified erosion control measures 
is dependent upon the importance that the inspectors place on this phase of highway 
construction. 

In a later section it is recommended that one-day conferences be arranged for 
field personnel and this will be of great benefit both in adding emphasis to the program 
and in covering specific matters. 

Another suggestion that it is believed is worthy of further consideration is that 
of requiring a quarterly report from the i•.spection forces. It is realized that inspectors 
are already burdened with reports and diaries and any unessential additional paper work 
should be discouraged. However it is believed that the only way of familiarizing the 
inspection forces with the many anti-pollution matters that require their attention is 
to use a form report. 



This report would also provide useful information in the event of litigation 
and con•roversyo 

It is recommended that a form report be required on all interstate and primary 
constr•ction projects at intervals not exceeding 3 months° •l•e Research Council can 

collaborate with the Construction Division in developing the report form° 

Seeding_9_f_Sl•2pes on S•LRoads 

It has .been noted previously that on all new secondary road construction seeding 
of slopes will be pract•aedo Also it was noted that the seeding of slopes on some existing 
secondary roads in the Small Watershed Program is a routine activity° However, many 
bare slopes exist on secondary roads° It must be admitted that often slopes on secondary 
roads cover a fairly small acreage and •n this respect are less of a problem than ex- 

tensive exp•,•ed areas on the very high cuts and fills in the interstate system° It should 
be noted• however, that although the bare area is small i.t remains denuded for a long 
period of time and continually provides siltation materials° 

The authors believe •hat a program of establishing or encouraging vegetative 
cover on the most erodable secondary road slopes is desirable° The h•nding of such a 

program would undoubtedly require further discussion, among top management and the 

purpose here is merely to call attention to this matter° 

It has occurred to the authors at numerous times during this study that a more 

widespread use of seeding crews employing state forces would be a great asset to 
erosion abatement. Great flexibility of usage could accrue from the use of state crews 

and the programming of a catch=up effort on the most erodable secondary road slopes 
would be possible° 

The authors urge that the destrab:•ity ol this be discussed among top manage• 
ment• including the District Engi_neers• to determine whether additional crews and 
equipment can be profitably utilized. 

Small Watershed Proje•c•:s,. 

As noted in the section on. '•Histor•cM Efforts at Pollution Abatement" the 
Department has undertaken speciM watershed anti-erosion programs since 1960, when 

an annual fund not to exceed $70• 000 was establtshedo This is a very commendable 
program and highly complimented by those familiar with it° Because of the increased 
costs of all material and manpower since 1960 it is to be expected that the fund should 
perhaps be increased substanttallyo Also the dire consequences of siltation are better 
recognized in 1970 and for this reason also the current funds may be inadequate. 

A compl•.cating factor is at present retarding the pursuance of the existing 
program. Officials of the Soft Conservation Service have indicated that in the future 
the funds for fert•izer• seed, and mulch to be supplied by the U. S. Soil Conservation 
Districts will not be available° 



It is recommended that lhrther discussion with officials of the U S. Conservation 
Service be held •n an attempt r•.• assure the continuance of their participation in the fund- 
ing of the Small Watershed Program° However, if such funds are not made available, it 
is believed that it is in •he best interest c,f the Department to pursue this program with 
its own ihnds (the e_x2oendimx•es on the program in the past have averaged 82% state funds 
and 18% federal soil conser•ation furlds)o 

Wh•2[e the authors have not had time to examine this program in sufficient depth 
to arrive at a specific recommendation for increasing the funds, it is suggested that a 
study be made of the adequacy of the present funding° Again, the authors would caution 
that the r'need r• for additional funds can not be established in any precise sense; but 
would pohat out that the catch•up work needed on the secondary road system is substantial. 

Salt D• 

There has been cons•:derable concern among conservationists that the use of 
sodium chloride and calc:hlm chloride on roadways would seriously contaminate streams 
and cause damage to plant l•feo 

Durtng the inventory phase ef the study the contamination of wells was mentioned 
as one consequence of storing deicing salts in the open° The Highway Department now 
requires that deicing salts be stored under a cover° Often the salts are stored under 
a roof but occasionally a plasttc covering •s used° This practice appears to be generally 
adequate at this time° However, the open storage of abrasives (a combination of fine 
mineral particles and salt) ts a practtce that may result in some local drainage to plants 
and the placement of these matert•s should a•o•d the possibility of runoff affecting 
shrubs or lawns. 

The major concern of conservationists about salt is that damaging levels of 
salt concentration may develop in streams and rivers° High levels of salt solution may 
damage plant life and be objectionable in water supply systems° 

A study• sponsored by the NCHRP, is currently underway at V P Io to determine 
the mag_•itude of •he salt sol•tion problemo A report on one phase of the study has been 
published° * In the preliminary report no information was offered that would suggest a 
change in the DepartmenUs practices regarding the use of salto 

I• is suggested that the finsl report be examined closely, by the Department and 
appropriate actions taken at that time° 

*Hanes, Zelanzy, Blaser, Effects of Deicing Salts on Water Quality and Biota, 
National Cooperative Highway Re•earch Program, Highway Research Board, 1970. 



Siltat____.___ipn R_e_s•ti•n• from Quarry•_g and Sand and Gravel Operations 

Both siltation and/or air pollution may occur at quarries° There has been an 
intensive effort within the industry over the past two or three years to reduce pollution 
and at a number of quarries substantial investments have been made in dust allaying 
systems and siltation ponds° No one is prepared to say• however• that all quarries 
are in compliance with existing state laws regarding air and/or water pollution nor is 
there concrete evidence that they are not° 

At sand and gravel pits the major problem is siltations since the materials are 
being wet any substantial dust problen] is eliminated° 

It is believed in the best interest of the Department to require the certified 
compliance of quarries and sand and gravel pits with existing state laws. The pro- 
aedure used with the asphalt plant industry is believed appropriate here° 

It is recommended therefore that certified compliance with existing anti- 
pollution laws be made a prerequisite for the use of mineral, aggregates on any contract 
or state work. A realistic deadline for compliance should be developed in consultation 
with the state regulatory agencies and should not extend beyond January i, 1972o Be- 
yond that time no mineral aggregates would be used in state work unless it had been 
certified by the State Air Pollution Control Board and the State Water Control Board 
or agencies agreeable to them that the producers were in compliance with existing anti- 
pollution laws. 

Bridge Construction Near Ri•'ers 

The Department does often take e•iraordinary precautions during construction 
of bridges near waterways. The use of various types of sediment basins near this type 
of construction is a manifestation of these precautions° 

However, it is the authors' opinion that the use of sediment containment basins 

on a much more extensive scale is warranted° The opportunities for large•scale siltation 
to occur are rampant at some bridge sites° 

Also, it should be pointed out that the establishment of the Scenic Rivers System 
is a clear indication that conservation of the natural beauty of the river system in Vir- 
ginia is a high priority matter. Approximately 26 rivers are being studied for inclusion 
in the program. A very special effort must be made at bridge and roadway construction 
sites near these rivers and their tributaries. However, it is apparent that additional 
care and attention must be exerted routinely on all waterways. 

The authors are offering no specific re•ommendations •n this section because of 
the myriad conditions that are apt to be met. But here again there is an opportunity for 
achieving a new level of anti-pollution activity by extensive and frank discussions among 
the Virginia Department of Highways and other agencies, especially the Water Control 
Board and the Virginia Commission.¢n Outdoor Recreation° 



Trai••in_c; Field Pe_•-sonne! 

k is the opinion of the authors that the new emphasis the Department is placing 
on anti-pollution measu•-es be ochre)red to field perso•_el. This could be •.•• 
fOrm• one-day conferences for i•speczion m•d m•ntenance personnel. Few will 
dispute that an effective antf-si!tat•on program canno• be accomplished without the 
assistance and specific input from fhe grass roots field fbzces. For instance, the 
cIeaning of ditches often results in the denuding of the adjacent shoulders and if 
done at the wrong time of ),ea• the area may zemain ba•e for 6 months. An improved 
scheduIing of the operation and the modest use ef grhss seed by maintenance forces 
after denudinz could p•obabl] eifmin•te this miner but frequen•y mentioned problem. 
The ideas of the field forces on how to comba• erosion could be very use•l at the loc• 
level and such a program would 9•<!d emphasis to the %ot• •_ti-pollu•on programs. 

It is recommended therefore that a one-day anti-,si•_tation program be developed 
•_.,•_•thso The Resea•_•,ch Council in cooperation wi• for use in the field du_r•g winter n,-,,• , 

the Personnel Division could develop such a 

Air ]gellution 

It has been noted previously that •o of the :major sources of air pollution, ioe., 
use of tires and oil in burning debris and stack ¢bst .[ro•n asphalt plants have been acted 

upon. The other major sources Zhat require attention are dust resulting from quarrying 
operations and dust from. construction sites and unpaved roads. 

A questionnaire was sent to all resident engineers to assess the nature of the 
complaints they receive from t_he people in .their residencies. The results of this ques- 
tionnaire are tabulated in Table I. It can be noted that the only item. on which the resi- 
dency obtains '"many" complaints is on dust from const.ruc•on projects and unpaved roads. 
Eighteen residencies (out of 42) obtained "many" complaints and a total of 33 obtained 
either a "few" complaints or "many" complaints° 

TABLE 

RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRE ON POLLUTION COMPLAINTS 

Total Replies Received from Residencies 42 

_Type of Pollution 

Siltation of ponds, streams• etc• 

Smoke from clearing operations 
Ik•st (from construction & unpaved roads) 

Salt & chemical damage to vegetation and. 

Misc ell an e ou s: 

Debris on right-of-way 
(abandoned cars, trash, cite) 

Drainage ditches (stagnatiom. grease•. 
oil, etco) 

•.$-eque_n_c_,y of Complaints 
None Few_ Many 

8 29 4 

17 14 3 

5 15 18 

15 ]4 

7 4 
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Dust from Construction Sites 

The allayi.ng of dust on construction sites has been a routine practice of 
highway construction for many years. Water is applied by trucks on the detour 
areas and on areas used by construction equipment. Yet dust often causes problems 
for those living near a construction site. Generally, when visual evidence of large 
amounts of dust are noted the cause has been inattention on the part of the contractor 
and/or the state inspector. It is reasonable that within the many concerns of the 
contractor and inspection force, the building of the road to meet structural specifi- 
cations gets first attention. However, the fugitive dust from a construction site can be 
a great problem for those who live nearby and cannot be taken lightly° 

The authors have not been able to elicit a panacea for this problem but can only 
urge that the contractor and the inspection force be made aware of the importance of 
not permitting conditions that will cause dust to settle on adjoining dwellings. It is 
believed that increased awareness plus the inclusion of this item in the inspector's 
anti-pollution report will reduce dust. Dust abatement is clearly dependent more on 
people than on systems. 

Dust from Unpaved Roads 

There are 16,430 miles of unpaved roads in the state system° It is clear that 
any treatment of a great portion of these roads with a dust palliative is not practical and 
often is not warranted. That is, dust arising from unpaved roads in remote areas is a 
nuisance to drivers who are following another vehicle closely but the heavy dust travels 
only several hundred feet and does no permanent harm to surrounding woodlands and 
fields° Any extensive outlays for allaying dust would merely delay the hard surfacing of 
the more highly travelled secondary roads and thereby delay the many, many benefits 
that accrue from the asphaltic paving. However, it should be recognized that dust from 
unpaved roads is a source of considerable complaint from those who live beside such 
roads. 

The spreading of salt as a dust palliative is widely used by the Department. The 
general rule followed by most resident engineers is to spread salt upon complaint if a 
dwelling is within 200 ft. of the offending road° A more flexible policy is believed de- 
sirable one in which the discretion of the resident engineer would permit a dust 
palliative to be used if reasonable evidence exists that dust from the highway is a 
substantial nuisance to a dwelling, place of business, recreational facility, etc. 

It is, therefore, recommended that a flexible policy be established permitting 
the use of a::dustpalli•tive in instances where dusti•o:m an unps.ved road isl asubstafltial 
nuisance to a human facility regardless of the distance of the facility from the road° 
Here again this will be an additional increment in the cost of pollution abatement° 
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AREAS NOT CONSIDERED AT THIS TIME 

Several instances of pollution associated with highways were noted in the 
interviews but are not discussed in the foregoing sections° They were omitted 
because they were very complex either from a technical or administrative stand- 
point. At some future time they should be evaluated to determine what improvements 
are possible° Areas needing further attention include: 

io Noise from construction equipment• 

2° Sanitary conditions at waysides on primary routes where no 

toilet facilities are provided. 

3o Channel alterations due to change in cross sections resulting 
from bridge and tunnel construction. 

4. Damage to biota caused by damming action of highway fills in 
salt marsh areas. 

5o Drainage from concrete batching and mixing operations. 

6o h•vestigation of economical methods of disposing of debris 
from clearing of right-of-way. 
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APPENDIX 

Resolution of Highway Commission establishing Special Fund for Seeding Slopes 
on Small Watershed Areas° 

Memorandum of Understanding Between Northern Virginia Soil Conservation 
District and the Virginia Department of Highways° 

Cost of Upgradh•g Highway Siltation Control in Fairfax County. 





RESOLUTION OF HIGHWAY COMMISSION ESTABLISHING SPECIAL FUND FOR 
SEEDING SLOPES ON SMALL WATERSHED AREAS 

WHEREAS, soil conservation districts are being set up throughout the State 
for the purpose of controlling erosion in the watersheds of certain streams; and 

WHEREAS, an erosion problem is caused by raw cut andfill slopes along the 
highways, which in turn results in highway drainage and maintenance problems; and 

WHEREAS, the soil conservation districts have agreed to obtain the necessary 
easements, arrange for the removal and replacement of fences, and furnish the 
fertilizer, seed, and mulch necessary to obtain ground cover on the highway cut 
and fill slopes within the watershed areas being developed° 

NOW• THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED: That in view of the contribution of ease- 
ments, adjustment of fences, and fertilizer, seed• and mulch by the soil conservation 
districts, the State Highway Commission, beginning with the fiscal year 1960-61, will- 
provide funds to prepare and seed the highway cut and fill slopes in order to obtain ground 
cover. The total of said funds shall not exceed $70,000 in any one fiscal year and are 
to be provided from the following sources: For the Primary System, from Primary 
Maintenance funds; for the Secondary System, from Secondary funds prior to allocation 
to the counties. 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That in the case of highway projects being con- 
structed within the limits of a watershed development area, provisions will be made to 
use project funds to control erosion on the cut and fill slopes. 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That where Secondary highway funds have been 
budgeted for this purpose in fiscal 1959-60, reimbursement will be made from funds 
available July 1, 1960. 

4-21-60 
Confirmed letter ballot. 





MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 

BETWEEN THE 

Northern Virginia SOiL CONSERVAT][ON DISTRICT 

AND THE 

VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS 

"The Soil Conservation District '• is a governmental sub-division of the Common- 

wealth, organized pursuant to Virg•.nia State Law• exercising public powers in conser- 

vation of soil and water resources, by giving encouragement and promoting cooperative 

effort among landowners in the use and treatment of their lands in a manner that will 

insure conservation of these resources, and prevent the deterioration and impairment 
of productive capacity through erosi.en and other causes° 

"The Virginia Department of Highways '• •s an agency and a landowner of the 

Commonwealth charged w•th responsibility for pro•£d•ng and maintaining roads, 

structures, and other facilities essential to adequate, comfortable, convenient• and 

safe highway travel and transportation° 
Both agencies recognize that there are many problems of erosion control, 

landscaping, correct land use• water control and disposal• on highways and on lands 

adjoining the highways, that are of mutual concern te the V•rg•n•a Department of High- 

ways, the Soil Conservation Districts• and ind•v£dual [andownerso THEREFORE, 

in order that the facilities of the Northern V•-g•n•a Se•l Conservation District and 

the Virginia Department of Highways may be most effec•i•:e•y used in sol•ing these 

and other problems, this Memorandum o.f Understanding [s established as a basis 

of mutual cooperation and assistance in carrying out their respective responsibilities 

to the people of the Commonwea[th 

The Soil Conservation District agrees to furnish the Virginia Department of 

Highways a statement of its policies, plan of work, and general objectives in its work 

area° 

The Virginia Department of Highways agrees to supply general information at 

a local level as to its plans and p:•ograms on construction and maintenance of highways, 
and make available a representative •er joint ground inspection and conferences as 

and when this seems mutually necessary and desirable. 
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The Soil Conservation District and •he Virginia Department of Highways 
mutually agree to instruct workers of their respective organizations to use every 

reasonable means at their disposal and within the limits of their authority to 

further the intent and purpose of this agreement• 

J R Engle 

Chairman• Board of Supervisors 
Soil Cc•nservation District 

STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION 

J Ao Anderson 

James Ao Anderson, Commissioner 
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SUPPLEMENT TO MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 

BETWEEN THE 

NORTHERN VIRGINIA SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT 

AND THE 

VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS 

The Memorandum of Understanding between the Northern Virginia Soil and Water 
Conservation District• hereinafter referred to as the District, and the Virginia 
Department of Highways dated MARCH 27• 1969• is hereby supplemented to provide 
for cooperative installation and maintenance of Roadside Erosion Control measures 

as mutually agreed upon. 

The District Agrees: 

1o To furnish consultive assistance as needed fbr the proper 
installation of needed practices° 

To furnish a semi-annual analysis ef conser,••ation require- 
ments and deficiencies on Highway Department property 
including road construction projects. 

To review highway development plans at various stages to 
identify potential conservation techniques and projects 
and possible problems which might be prevented through 
planning and control during the construction process° 

The Department of Highways Agrees: 

1o To develop a conservation plan covering all highways" 
construction work° 

2o To develop a conservation plan for maintenance of High- 
way Department properU_eSo 

3o To present te the Northern Virginia Soil and Water Con- 
servation District these two plans annually. 

4o To confer with the Board of Supervisors of the District 

on the efficacy of these plans and possible improvement 
in the plans or implementation thereof. 



Supp!er•.%ent to Memo of Understanding 

The conservation plans considered will have the following objectives: 

Io To prevent off-site damage by sedimentation 
2o To control erosion 
3o To provide maximum beauty 
4o To preserve areas of great scenic beauty 

The District and the Highway Department further agree to embark mutually on a 
highway conservation project within the three-county area covered by the District 
in which new methods and techniques will be developed and evaluated and existing 
practices demonstrated and evaluated° The District agrees to solicit the assistance 
of other agencies such as County Governments, Virginia Polytechnic Institute• 
etco, and the Highway Department agrees to utilize its existing conservation programs 
in this effort° 

The District and the Highway Department agree to coordinate their efforts in connection 
with the Pohick Creek Small Watershed Project° The District will make material avail- 
able to the Highway Department to facilitate highway planning° The Highway Department 
will confer with the District at an early stage of highway planning in this watershed to 
assure maximum conservation coordination in this important watershed project° 

Attached is a copy of the Erosion and Sediment Control Technical Handbook published 
by the District WHICH PROVIDES GUIDELINES for conservation work in this area° 

Date 9-6-69 Stuart Finley 

Chairman, Board of Supervisors, 
SOIL & WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT 

Date 8/5/69 Douglas B Fugate 

Douglas Bo Fugate• Commissioner of Highways, 
VAo DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS 
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COST ESTIMATES FOR ANTI-SILTATION PROCEDURES 
IN FAtRFA.X COUNTY 

•[•he three fc•l.•ow•ng (•,•th•aates have been made by the Department of County 
Development, Fairfax County at the reqaest of the authors° The Department of 
County Development has stated that the use of the means described on a set of plans 
and out]Aned on the following tabulation sheets is necessary in their opinion to be 
consistent with the effort being required e! land developers. The plans have been 
subm•_tted to the Location and Design Division for their rev•ewo 
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Sheet 3 

COST ESTIMATE ROLLING ROAD 0638-029-156 C-501 

5 ea. 
60 Lin. Ft. 

Sheet 3B 

Storm Drain Inlet Traps 
Silt Barrier 

at 25.00 
0°40 

1 

Sheet 3F 

1 eao 
110 Lin. Fro 

2 ea. 
1 eao 

Sheet 3H 

165 Lino Fto 

Sheet 4 

90 Lin. Fto 

Sheet 5 

3 ea. 
210 Lin° Ft° 
200 S. Y. 

Sheet 6 

i00 S.Y. 
1 eao 

125 Lin° Fto 

Sheet 7 

160 S. Yo 
1 ca. 

350 Lino Fro 

Sheet 8 

1 eao 
250 Lin. Ft. 

Sheet 9 

240 Lin. Ft. 

Sheet 10 

500 S. Y. 
1 ea0 

Silt Basin at 5000.00 

Silt Basin at 2000.00 
Silt Barrier .40 
Check Dams 20.00 
Settling Basin 500.00 

Silt Barrier at 40 

Silt Barrier at .40 

Storm Drain Inlet Traps 
Silt Barrier 
Bank Stabilization 

Bank Stabilization 
Check Dam 
Silt Barrier 

Bank Stabilization 
Storm Drain Inlet Trap 
Silt Barrier 

at 

at 

at 

Silt Basin at 
Silt Barrier 

25.00 
.40 
,50 

.50 
20.00 

.40 

°50 
25.00 

,40 

NOTE: 

2000.00 
.4o 

Silt Barrier at .40 

Bank Stabilization at 
Silt Basin 

Total 

CONTRACT 
All basins, barriers and 
check dams are temporary, to be 
maintained until vegetation is established, 
No •aintenance costs are included. (Est. $5,000). 

30- 

.50 
5000.00 

$ 125, 00 
24° 00 

5,000,00 

2,000.00 
44,00 
40.00 

500,00 

66.00 

36.00 

75.00 
84.00 

100.00 

50. 00 
20, 00 
50.00 

80.00 
25.00 

140.00 

2,000000 
100o00 

96.00 

250.00 
5• 000.00 

•!5•9_05.•00 

$671, 284.00 



Sb.•eet 2D 

1LOS. 

Sheet 3 

eao 
25 Lino Ft. 

Sheet 3B 

260 Lino Ft. 

S•heet 4 

I00 Lin. Ft. 

Sheet 5 

150 Lino Ft. 
i00 Lino Ft. 
50 Lino Ft. 

Sheet 6 

50 Lin. Ft. 

Sheet 7 

1 
1 ca. 

300 Lin. Ft. 

Sheet 8 

1. ea. 
75 Lino Ft. 

Sheet 9 

1LOS. 
1 ca. 

75 Lino Ft. 

Sheet i0 

I ea. 

Sheet ii 

1 eao 

Sheet 12 

2 eao 

Sheet 13 

1 eao 
lea. 
1 eao 

150 Lino Ft. 

BRADDOCK ROAD S 901(8) 0620=029-152, C-502 
SILTATION & EROSION CONTROL COST ESTIMATE 

Mulch and Seeding Changes 

24 Sepo 70 

Silt Traps at 
Silt Barrier 

at 5000. 00 5,000o 00 

Silt Basin at 
Silt Barrier 

Silt Barrier at 

Silt Barrier at 
Straw Bale Basin 
Fence Support 

Silt Barrier at 

Silt Trap at 
Silt Basin 
Silt Barrier 

Silt Basin at 
Silt Barrier 

Mulch & Seed Stockpile at 
Silt Trap 
Silt Barrier 

25.00 
°40 

3000. O0 
o40 

.40 

°40 
.40 

1.00 

.40 

25000 
3000°00 

040 

4000.00 
°40 

Silt Basin 

50.00 
250 O0 

.40 

Silt Basin w/filter 

50°00 
i0o O0 

Check Dams 

3, O00o 00 
104o 00 

40. O0 

60.00 
40o00 
50.00 

20°00 

25.00 
3,000o O0 

120. O0 

4,000o O0 
30. O0 

Diversion 
Check Dam 
Silt Basin 
Silt Barrier 

50.00 
25.00 
30.00 

at 3000000 3,000.00 

at 1000.00 1,000o00 

at 25000 50000 

at 500o O0 
25° O0 

i000o O0 
.40 

500o00 
25.00 

l, O00oO0 
60o00 



BRADDOCK ROAD (Continued) 

Sheet 14 

1 eao 

Sheet 15 

400 Lino Fto 

Sheet 16 

600 Lino Fro 
1 eao 

Sheet 17 

400 Lino Fro 
1 eao 

Sheet 18 

150 Lino Fro 

Silt Basin 

Diversion Ditch 

Divers ion Ditch 
stir Basin 

Silt Barrier 
Check Dam 

Silt Barrier 

at 

at 

at 

6000°00 

°4O 

°40 
8000° O0 

at °40 
500 O0 

at °4O 

TOTAL 

$ 6,000°00 

160o 00 

240°00 
8,000°00 

160.00 
50°00 

60°00 

$35•459o00 

NOTE: 

C ONTRAC T 

All basins and barriers are temporary, to be 
maintained until vegetation is es tablishedo 

No maintenance costs are included (Esto $20,000)o 

$i, 629,279° 24 
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Sheet 2 

ILoS. 

Sheet 8 

2 ea. 
2 ea. 

Sheet 10 

I 

Sheet 12 

i00 Lin. Ft. 
50 Lin. Ft. 

Sheet 14 

2 ea, 

Sheet 1.6 

I 

Sheet 18 

1 ea. 
3 ea. 

Sheet 20 

2 ea. 

COST ESTIMATE EROSION CONTROL 
PROJECT 0711-029-136, C-510 

Change to mulch spec. at 1000. O0 $1, 000. O0 

Silt Basins 
Silt Traps 

at 1200. O0 2,400. O0 
25.00 50.00 

Silt Trap 25.00 

Silt Barrier 
Wire Fence 

25.00 

Silt Traps 

at 40. O0 40. O0 
2. O0 100. O0 

Silt Trap 

at 25.00 50.00 

Silt Dam 
Silt Traps 

Silt Traps 

at 25.00 25.00 

at 600. O0 
25. O0 

600.00 
75.00 

at 25. O0 50. O0 

TOTAL, 

CONTRACT $347,800.20 

NOTE: All control installations are temporary and must be 
maintained until vegetation is established. 

Maintenance is not included in cost (Estimate: $600.00) 
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REPORT ON POLLUTION ABATEMENT ON 
HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE 

Part Ih Literature Review 

by 
W. Cullen Sherwood, Assistant Professor, 

Department of Environmental Sciences, University of Virginia, 
and 

Consultant to the Virginia Highway Research Council 

and 

John W. Reynolds, Chemist, 
Virginia Highway Research Council 

It would appear at the present writing that two types of pollution emanating 
from highway construction and maintenance are of greater concern than the others. 
These two are (1) erosion and sedimentation and (2) air pollution. Due to the relati•e 
seriousness of these items, detailed literature reviews were undertaken. Brief res- 

umes of the most significant findings, together with bibliographies, are included in 
the following sections. 

Erosion and Sedimentation 

The Problem 

Sediment has been referred to• with considerable justification, as "the major 
form of pollution in the United States" (Corning 1970) and "the worst pollutant in the 
Potomac River" (Wolman et al. 1957). From a phenomenon generally associated 
with rural areas and agriculture, erosion and sedimentation has jumped to the forefront 
as a serious problem associated with urban and suburban construction and development. 
In fact• measurements by Vice et al. (1963) showed that 33% of the sediment deposited 
in the Potomac estuary originates in the Washington Metropolitan Area. It was a•so 
pointed out that while the average sediment yield .for the Potomac River basin as a whole 
is 170 tons per square mile per year, these rates increased to 175,000 tons per square 
mile (greater than 1000 times the basin-wide rate) in urban areas undergoing construction 
(Johnson 1966). The growing awareness of the intensity and extent of the urban sedi- 
ment problem is reflected in the number of recent papers on this problem contained in 
the attached list of references. 

After a brief look at the magnitude of the problem the question which immediately 
arises is "What are the deleterious effects oi erosion and sedimentation?" Taking 
these one at a time, erosion is the easier of the two for which to document the specific 
problems involved. It removes soil. This loss may: be in the form of valuable topsoil., 
in which case stabilizing vegetative cover will be difficult to establish, or 

it may be in 
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the form. of infertile subsoil removed from construction sites in tremendous quantities. 
Rills and ditches form• foundations may be undercut and fail and, valuable fill material 
lost. 

While erosion is a considerable problem the resulta•.t sedimentation is con- 
siderably more serious and far-reacl•ing i.n i• effects. Brooks and Davis (1966), 
looking at the economic aspects of urban sedimentation, state "The case of sedi- 
mentation is a classic example of third par•y e•'ects. The consequence of accelerated 
erosion caused mainly by co•sti"uctioa activities scattered throughout an urban area, 
its effects are felt most strongly not at the eroding sit• .itself, but by adjacent resident• 
and downstream users of streams, lakes and estuaries, very few if any of whom are 
compensated." 

Starting at the •ource of the sediment and proceeding downstream some of the 
more pronounced problems are the following: sediment is deposi'•ed on adjoining prop- 
erties, covering lawns and streets and clogging storm sewers; it covers the bottoms of 
streams, smothering wildlife and destroying their habitat.• it, fill.s reservoirs, ponds, 
and lakes, impairing their capacities ,and usefulness• and ult•.mately, it is deposited in 
estuaries where dredgir4• expenses may run into .millior•s of dollars (Interstate Commissio• 
on Potomac River 1966). 

A recent paper by Corning (1970) of the Virginia Game and Inland Fisheries Com- 
mission describes the processes whereby induced sediment alters the natural stream 
environment and drastically affects stream l[feo •e filling ia of pools and riffles, the 
destruction of food plants, and the smothering of deposited fish eggs by silt severely 
reduce game fish populat2cr•so Other adverse conditions related to the, silting in and 
shallowing are a rise in temperature a•_d a lowering of dissolved oxygen so that only very 
tolerant or "trash" fish may survive. 

Specific examples of documented sedJ.ment damage in Virginia would include 
Lake Barcroff and Lake Accotink in Northern Virg2nia. Each is downstream from areas 
undergoing vigorous construction of subdivisions and roads. As of 1966 (Anderson 
1967) the residents of Lake Barcroff had spent over $300,000 on sediment dredging and 
removal and new sediment was accumulating at rates requiring f•rther remedial work 
every two years. La•=e Accotink was purchased by the Fairfax Count•" Park Authority, 
which was only to find it seriously polluted and nearly filled with sediment. Initial 
reclamation of this body of water for needed recreation is estimated to require over a 
million dollars (Corning 1970). 

Other indirect but related effects of turbid, sediment laden waters are the con- 
siderable expenses resulting from water treatment, which were over $1,000 per day 
for Washington, Do C.• as early as 1949 (Ke•p 1949), and the loss of swimming and 
fishing recreation• which has been estimated for a single watershed in Missouri by 
Brown (1943) to be in excess of $49,000 annually. The matter of aesthetics is also a 
facbor but is difficult to estimate in economic terms. 
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Sediment Contribution from H• 

While it is generally difficult to separate and evaluate individual sources of 
sediment in an area undergoing urbanization, some well documented studies of high- 
way erosion and sedimentation have been made. Foremost among these is the study 
of the small 4o 5 square mile Scott Run Watershed in Northern Virginia during the 
period 1961-64. This study by Vice, Guy, and Ferguson, published in 1969, was 
undertaken when Interstate 495, Virginia Rt. 123 and the Dulles Airport highway were 
under construction in the watershed. Fig•.•res publisl•.ed in this report show that 66,500 
tons of materi•J were eroded from areas of h•_ghway construction. Approximately 339200 
tons of this material were deposited within the Scott Run Watershed, while 33,300 tons 

were carried out of the basin and into the Potomac River. Removal rates were measured 
as 126 tons per acre, or 80,600 tons per square mile, for the area under construction. 
Comparing these figures to other land use values w•thin the basin yielded the following 
information: "The sediment yield per acre for an average storm event in construction 

areas was about i0 times greater than for cultivated land, 200 times greater than for 

grass areas, and 2,000 times greater than for forested areas"° 

Wolman's (1964) work in Maryland has yielded similar results, and he estimates 
the sediment yi_eld per mile of h•ghway ¢onstr•ct•on to be on the order of 3,000 tons° He 
also compares sediment yield from highway ¢onst•ctien to that from subdivision devel• 
opment and found that for those areas undergoing construction h• suburban Maryland •n 
1964 he would expect 118, O00 tons from highways and 228• 000 tons from subdivisions° 

While the sediment produced from const•ction projects has beenwidely recog• 
nized and carefully documented in a _•mber of cases, sediment from secondary roads 
may actually pose a greater problem sta•ewide in Virg•nla. Representatives of the 
Commission of Game and L•land Fisheries, the Division of Forestry, and the U So 
So•l Conservation Service all independently expressed this belief° At the time of the 
interviews with these persons, th•:s view appeared to be somewhat farfetched° How- 
ever, subsequent surveys over a considerable portion of the state show the presence 
of extensive mileages of raw banks and ditcMines associated with secondary roads° 

Other research oriented spec•ifically to the problems of h•lghway erosion and 
sedimentation include the studies by Diseker and Richardson (1961, 1962) and Richardson 
and Diseker (1961) on roadside sediment production and control° These works evaluate 
various mulches and crops for erosion control° A recent paper by Amein and Chu (1970) 
evaluated the erosion of roadside drainage channels in North Carolina. 

Methods for Reducing Erosion and Sedimentation 

Methods which have been suggested for reducing erosion and sedimentation fall 
generally in three categories: (I) Minimizing denudation (Anderson- 1967)• (2) reduction 
of time of exposure (Wolman 1964); and (•) construction of sediment traps and impound- 
ments (Anderson 1967, Soil Con.servat•on Service 1969)o 

Minimizing the area denuded can aid in two ways° First, as much natural vege- 
tation as possible is left on a site undergoing construction; and secondly, if only a limited 
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area is denuded at any one time, then site preparation and construction should 
proceed rapidly and vegetation can be reestablished after a relatively short 
interval. While this approach has been directed primarily toward subdivision 
development some aspects might be amenable to highway problems. 

Wolm•m's (1964)studies in Maryland produced the same observations as 
have been made in Virginia, i.e., that seeding and mulching have traditionally been 
among the last items accomplished in what is often a long-term construction project. 
Soil Conservation Service reports and most other publications agree that one of the 
most effective points of attack would be to reduce the period of time during which cut 
and fill surfaces are exposed. Wolman states, 

No data are available with which to estimate accurately 
either benefits or costs to be derived from early initiation 
of erosion control by seeding and mulching. In a number of 
states, notably Connecticut, Pennsylvania and Ohio, as well 
as in the Province of Ontario, however, contractors are 
encouraged to seed and mulch exposed areas as soon as 
possible upon completion of segments .of highway projects. 
Correspondence with state and provincial officials indicates 
that this encouragement has been quite successful in a number 
of instances. In one region, seeding and mulching activities 
were carried out by state crews. Here it was found that the 
flexibility afforded by state operations reduced the cost of 
seeding and mulching considerably. 

On areas to be left exposed for a considerable period a cost figure of $40 to 
$70 per acre for temporary seeding and mulching was offered by Anderson in the 
bulletin issued by the Interstate Commission on the Potomac River Basin (1963). 

While immediate seeding and mulching appears to be the favored method for 
even temporary stabilization of bare slopes, it is also agreed that attaining a v.egetative 
cover during certain portions of the year (notably the winter months and midsummer) 
is nearly impossible. Recognizing this Barnett et al. (1967) have evaluated straw with 
and without asphalt bonding as a temporary measure. Fiber mats and nets and chemical 
plastic sprays are also being advertised by various industrial firms as temporary means 
for stabilizing slopes. 

Even if the best efforts of erosion prevention discussed above are used, the very 
nature of highway construction will result in a certain amount of sediment being picked 
up and moved by running water. Sediment traps and impoundments appear to be the 
most efficient means to arrest this material before it gets beyond the limits of the project. 
These structures vary in sophistication from anchored straw bales and brush to large, 
carefully designed stilling ponds, depending on the volume of sediment and water which 
must be treated. Particularly valuable information and design specifications for these 
structures are found in two Soil Conservation Service publications titled "Erosion and 
Sediment Control Technical Handbook" and "Guidelines for the Control of Erosion and 
Sediment in Urban Areas of the Northeast". The importance of soil type, slope, basin 
size, amount of denuded area, and volume of stream flow must be considered and the 
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facility or facilities designed for the specific needs of the site. Trap efficiencies of 
too sma.•.l ponds may be low due to the short residence time of the sediment laden water 
(Moore et al. 1960). 

Use of straw bales has proved ve•T satisfac,*.ory where small flow volumes are 
expected. The filtering action of the straw tends to hold the sediment while allowing 
the water to pass through.. The s•raw ultimately rots and adds organic material to the 
soil, making removal unnecessary (Stultz 1970). 

The typical stilling basins used extensively in the Washington area of Maryland. 
and Virginia consist of an earth dam with a perforated pipe, p.l.aced in a vertical positS.on 
in the basin, draining at the foot of the dam. These basins typically cost about $1,500 
to construct (Wolman 1964) and may concentrate as much as two to three thousand 
cubic yards of sediment in a construc•ion season. Here periodic.: removal of the accumu- 
lated sediment is required. 

On some larger and more complex areas larger ponds with concrete outlets may 
be required. In each case, however, it appears that soil cooserva•ion practices consti- 
tute only a small fraction of construction costs and the costs resu).r, Jng from downstream 
sediment damage. It appears that w•despread use of these measures .•.s warranted. 
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Air Pollution 

Air l•ollution Defined 

According to the definition used by the Virginia State Air Pollution Control 
Board, "Air Pollution" means the presence in the outdoor atmosphere of one or 
more substances put there by man or man-made devices in co•.centration sufficient 
to cause an unreasonable interference with human, plant, or animal life or the 
reasonable use of property. 

Air pollutants are of two general types: (1) particulate matter, and (2} gases. 
The particulate matter is composed of solid or liquid particles carried by.the air, 
and ranging in size from 100 microns to less than 0.5 micron. There are two general 
classes of particulate matter. Those particles greater than 0.5 micron are called 
dusts, and those less than 0.5 micron are called aerosols. The gaseous pollutants are 
composed of such substances as carbon monoxide• hydrocarboas, sulfur dioxide and 
oxides of nitrogen. 

The Problem 

As recent as 20 years ago the automobile was a negligible source of air pollution, 
but as the number of vehicles have multiplied so have their role in air pollution. In 
many localities they are responsible for 50% 60% of the pollutants. Although auto- 
mobiles are an important part of the problem, the control of their emissions does not 
normally come under the purview of highway departme•.ts. 

The factors for which the Highway Department does have a responsibility are 
those connected with highway construction and maintenance. They include the following: 

1. exhaust emissions from highway constxmction equipment 

2. dust resulting from cons+•ruction practices 

3. emissions from quarries, aggregate plants, hot-mix asphalt 
and concrete batching plants 

4. dust from unpaved roads 

5. smoke from open burning of cleared ms•terial during highway 
construction 

6. concentration of pollutants in tunnels. 

Most highway construction equipment is powered by diesel engines. The 
major problems created by their eyahausts involve smoke and odor. According to Gilpin 
(1963) the diesel engine produces less carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, hydrocarbons, 
and aldehydes than do gasoline engines. Although diesels do emit oxides of nitrogen in 
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considerable amount• the authors B•ubach•r et ato state that research indicates that 
a reduction of these oxides could conceivably increase the photochemical process• 
which results in smog formation in some localities° It is the dense, black smoke that 
is objectionable to most people. This smoke is composed mainly of carbon and sulfur, 
which gives it the coloration and an objectionable odor. During highway construction 
this smoke creates more of a nuisance than a health hazard. 

Dust from highway construction has not received much national interest as a 

cause of air pollution, Tb2s may be because highway construction is present for orfiy 
a limited time in any one specific area, and as soon as •t is completed the source of 
pollution is eliminated. 

Depending upon the type of soil on which the construction is taking place, and 
the prevailing weather condttions, dust problems can vary from negligible to serious. 
Zube (1961) gives the problems as follows: 

(1) can create traffic hazards to adjacent roadways. 

(2) detrimental to nearby vegetation 

(3) nuisance to resident• districts 

(4) increases maintenance cos• of construct•ion equipment 

(5) definite health hazard to men working on the job• 

There are several means whereby dust becomes airborne during construction. 
These would include earth moving operat•ons• vehicular transport over bare earth, 
drilling and blasting operations, and wind passing over bare earth. 

Although gravel roads are being replaced by paved roads, "many small towns 
with unpaved streets regard this (dust from vehicular movement) as being their most 
important air pollution problem" (Jacobson 1962)o 

Emissions from quarries and sand and gravel aggregate p•ants are of a 
particulate nature. Dust emissions start •n the quarries with drilling and blasting 
procedures and continue through the crushing• screening• and transport stages. Wet 
sprays can e•minate dust from the quarries, but the first crushing exposes a dry 
surface calling for additional control•o 

Of major importance to the hlghway construction industry are the hot-mix asphalt 
and concrete batching plant•. They release tremendous amounts of dust to the air if no 
control measures are taken. Even with the use of control measures some plants are 
still emitting enough dust •m create a probiem• when they are often located in highly 
urbanized areas (Friedrich- 1959), 

The primary source of dust emission from hot-mix asphalt plants is the rotary 
kiln, and secondary emission sources include screen2ng, mix•ng,• and conveying proc- 
esses. Dust emissions from .•/•e rotary kiln have been measured up to 6,700 lb/hr, and 
from secondary sources up to 2,• 000 lb/hr. (Danie[s6n 1967). 
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Concre.•,e plants are of two %3.•es: wet-batching and dry batcbAngo They store9 
measure, az•d discharge the materi•?,s to be used. There is no processing, and the 
emission comes from the handling of the material. The dust is emitted from receiving, 
weighing and gath•_rlng hoppers, the elevators, and the silo, Dry concrete batching is 
used extensively in highway construction and produces much more of a problem than 
wet-batching. The Air Pollution En "i•..e.er__•.••al, published by the U. S. Public 
Health Service, gives the following reasons for this. 

(1) the amount of concrete hatched •.s larger 

(2) no water is used 

(3) the batched quantities are dropped rapidly into transport trucks 
to save t•.me. 

Careful plamfing and design are neces.sary to n:aintain safe atmospheres inside 
tunnels. The problem is •that the emissions from the vehicles have no room to expand 
or disperse and traffic can produce dangerous low, is of carbon :monoxide if ventilation 
isn't adequate. High altitude tunnels are extremely dangerous to people with health 
problems because of the combination of thin air and the increased carbon monoxide 
concentrations (Miranda, I.V.onopinski, and Larsen 1967). 

Open burning of trees and brush el.eared during highway construction constitutes 
a significant problem in some areas where certain physical and meteorological condit2ons 
prevail, These areas may be highly urbanized or in air basins, where because of the 
existing conditions there •s little chance for the dispersion of smoke. 

The S o•',• ons 

Diesel exhaust emissions can be controlled by several means° Smoke usually 
comes from underpowered or overloaded vehicles, low air.•fuel ratios, and-improper 
maintenance. Solutions to tlaese problems would include higher air--fuel ratios, better 
power to load rp_atch.•.ng, and improved rr, a•nten•ace and h•el additives. Additives such 
as barium in concentrations of 0o 25% reduce smoke density by 50% (Brubacher et a•o 
1967). 

.Dust emission from highway construction practices is much harder to control 
than t•hat from most other sources because there is no one specific emission point. •l•ne 
primary methods emplolyed are water sprays and surface coatings with agents such as 
lignon sulfate, petroleum resins, and a•2h•c emulsions. They serve to cement the 
surface together and thereby inhibit dust. Zube (1961)•., in his studies• found that in 

some cases sprays other titan water •ere cheaper and more efficient for this use° 
O',her prac'•ices would include wet drPA:(ng techpJques and the use of blasting mats. 

Specific air pollution .•ontrol equipment is available for use in controlling emissions 
from hot-mix asphalt and concrete batcIAng plauts. These include a variety of' centri- 
fllga separators, wet scrubbers• •lectro•Zat•c precipitators• filters and baghouseso Some 
manufacturers will guarantee a coHec, i-5on e•fi•ency of 99° 5% or greater for these devices° 



The only workable control that can be put on open burning is when and where it 
is to be allowed. The state of Pennsylvania has eliminated all open burning in spec- 
ified air basins. They also require any contractors involved in construction in these 
air basins to meet with the Regional Air Pollution Control Engineer. Then depending on 
the specific construction activity, special provisions may be drawn up so that the con- 
struction will meet the Department of Health's criteria for air pollution control. 

Within tunnels the highway departments are responsible for seeing that adequate 
ventilation is present, and for monitoring the carbon monoxide level to make sure it 
stays within reasonable limits. Oxygen masks should be available for emergencies, and 
when conditions call for it• warning signs should be erected indicating high levels of 
carbon monoxide and the health hazard resulting from it. Alternate route information 
should be made available for people with health problems who would be endangered by 
breathing the air in the tunnel. 

In summary, highway departments are responsible for o•ly a minor amount of 
the total air pollution. However, the type of emissions produced, such as black diesel 
smoke and dust, are highly visible to the traveling public. Consequently it would appear 
that rather significant efforts in air pollution abatement are warranted. The costs of such 
efforts would appear to be nominal to the departments. 
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